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Abstract—Today’s cyber-world is vastly multivariate. Metrics
collected at extreme varieties demand multivariate algorithms to
properly detect anomalies. However, forecast-based algorithms,
as widely proven approaches, often perform sub-optimally or
inconsistently across datasets. A key common issue is they strive
to be one-size-fits-all but anomalies are distinctive in nature. We
propose a method that tailors to such distinction. Presenting
FMUAD - a Forecast-based, Multi-aspect, Unsupervised Anomaly
Detection framework. FMUAD explicitly and separately captures
the signature traits of anomaly types - spatial change, temporal
change and correlation change - with independent modules. The
modules then jointly learn an optimal feature representation,
which is highly flexible and intuitive, unlike most other models
in the category. Extensive experiments show our FMUAD frame-
work consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art forecast-
based anomaly detectors.

Index Terms—Anomaly Detection, Multivariate Time Series,
Unsupervised Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Anomaly detection for multivariate time series is of great
interest in many real-word applications, such as road traffic
surveillance [1], financial fraud detection [2], software moni-
toring [3], web log analysis [4] and network analysis [5], etc.
Detecting unexpected behavior that deviates from the normal
behavior accurately and efficiently can avoid further damage
of core systems and save huge amount of revenue for business.

Among the various challenges to the said anomaly detection
application, the most important one lies in the nature of the
multi-variate time series themselves. For example, anomalous
events are the mutual effect of multiple time series, such
that looking at each one separately can result in poor quality
detection [6]. Intra-series patterns are far from trivial as well.
The temporal dynamics, such as shift in frequency and abrupt
change-of-trend [7], need specific modeling to make accurate
forecasting based on historical data [8]. In addition, value
changes themselves may be subtle enough to disguise as
normal data, but looking at the same time series in different
granularities or scales tells completely different stories. All
of these peculiarities need to be accounted for designing an
effective detector.

Most forecast-based models in the past do not explicitly
address the above-mentioned patterns, let alone separately
[3], [9], [10], [11], [12], and therefore are subject to each
of the above deficiencies. However, we argue that there is
a way to fix such deficiencies and forecast-based models in
general have room for improvement. In this paper, we propose

a modular approach whereby we create different modules to
best characterize each of the three anomalous traits: inter-
series correlation dynamics, intra-series temporal dynamics
and multi-scale spatial dynamics. These modules are trained
jointly to provide a unified inference.

Another key concern in our proposal is the lack of la-
bels for anomalous events [13]. As anomalies are commonly
outnumbered by normal data points, it is crucial to have a
label-agnostic model. Consequently, a noticeable trend in the
domain is pivoting towards unsupervised models, i.e. ones that
train on normal data exclusively, and detect anomalies with the
intuition that they deviate from the patterns of normal events.
Our proposal follows suit with this trend.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We introduce a Forecast-based Multi-aspect Unsuper-

vised Anomaly Detection framework (FMUAD) to cap-
ture anomalies with different patterns. The model out-
performs other state-of-the-art forecast-based methods by
achieving over 17% F1-score improvement on average
cross multiple public datasets.

• We design a modular architecture that explicitly addresses
different patterns of anomalies, which makes our frame-
work highly intuitive and explainable. By learning differ-
ent modules jointly, our approach not only captures each
individual anomaly pattern but also detects complicated
real-world anomalies with mixed patterns.

• We define a novel loss function that involves the fore-
casting error as well as its compactness (or variance).
Compactness has proved to be a desired quality of a
feature to control the variance within one class [9]. By
controlling the compactness of normal class, we aim to
learn a tighter representation that is more sensitive to
outliers.

II. RELATED WORK

As Chandola et al.[14] put in his nice words, “Anomalies are
patterns in data that do not conform to a well defined notion of
normal behavior.” And such is the fundamental principle of un-
supervised anomaly detectors (UADs) - Instead of learning to
tell apart normal and abnormal events, UADs simply discover
data that deviates from normal. Technically speaking, UADs
leverage the following major characteristics of anomalies: (1)
The distribution of anomalies differs remarkably from the
normal data points; (2) Anomalies happen infrequently and
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(a) Frequency change (b) Correlation change

(c) Value abrupt change (d) Value subtle change

Fig. 1: Examples of anomaly patterns: (a) temporal change; (b) correlation change; (c, d) spatial change where (c) corresponds to a dramatic
change and (d) more subtle change in which anomalies accumulates over a time period. The red region represents where the anomalies
happen while data points located elsewhere are normal.

thus form a small set of data points compared with the normal
data.

Following that, the importance of modeling normal behavior
goes without saying. In particular, we need to find an effective
way to represent normal data. Time series, a prime subject
for anomaly detection, is often diverse and complex due to
temporal dependency between data points. Some researchers
attempted to leverage a graph structure to model the dynamic
change [6], [8], [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, graph con-
struction and modeling adds extra complexity to the system,
which makes it heavy and time costly, and thus are not
scalable for real-world applications. To this day, how to find
an universally satisfactory representation for time series is still
under intense discussions in the field.

Among the vast literature on time series anomaly detection
over the past decade [19], [20], [21], [7], [22], [23], [6],
one can divide them into three groups: (1) proximity-based;
(2) reconstruction-based; and (3) forecast-based. Proximity-
based methods quantify object similarities based on a defined
distance measure and detect objects that are far away from the
majority as anomalies. Reconstruction-based methods use the
reconstruction error as the core and assume that anomalies lie
in a different manifold from most data points, and thus can-
not be effectively reconstructed from low-dimensional space.
Forecast-based methods assume anomalies incorporate unusual
patterns that are hard to predict based on historical data, and

detect anomalies based on the forecasting error. Our work falls
under this category. Below, we present a brief background,
along with some important past work on forecast-based time
series anomaly detection.

In a forecast-based anomaly detector, we prepare the model
by fitting it against the training data, which only contains
normal data points. The trained model is then put forth to
make predictions on future “normal” data, to be compared
against the input. We infer the input point as anomalous if its
value deviates from the model’s prediction range. Given such
fundamental mechanism, it easily follows that forecast-based
anomaly detectors mainly differentiate by their forecasting
methods. One of the most classic approaches, ARIMA [24]
is a popular statistical analysis model that learns the auto-
correlations in the time series for future value prediction. Other
statistics models such as Holt-Winters[24] and FDA [25] serve
the same purpose. While these methods are efficient, they are
sensitive to datasets and model parameter choices. Fine tuning
these models often requires strong assumptions and extensive
domain knowledge about the data. Machine-learning based
models attempt to overcome such limitations. Hierarchical
Temporal Memory (HTM) [26] is an unsupervised sequence
memory algorithm to detect anomalies in streaming data. Ding
et al.[27] combined the HTM model and Bayesian network
into for a real-time framework for multi-variate time series
anomaly detection. More recently, Long Short-Term Memory



Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN), an effective deep
learning network that models temporal dynamics for sequential
data, has been widely used for many state-of-the-art works.
Hundman et al.[28] proposed LSTM-NDT, an unsupervised
and non-parametric thresholding approach to interpret pre-
diction generated by an LSTM network. Zong et al.[11]
proposed DAGMM to detect anomalies by jointly optimizing
the parameters of a deep neural network and a Gaussian
Mixture Model.

Although the past forecast-based models have proven the
category’s potential in anomaly detection, they were designed
to be a capture-all solution for every possible anomaly, which
can be risky due to the drastically difference between the
anomaly patterns. We believe a degree of tailoring in the model
to anomaly patterns can help bring out better performance.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

We propose an unsupervised, forecast-based, multi-variate
time-series anomaly detection algorithm (FMUAD) to explic-
itly address different natures of anomaly patterns - temporal
change, spatial change and correlation change, which are
challenging to detect using forecast-based detectors of the past.
In this section, we first formalize our problem and then provide
an overview of the model methodology.

A. Problem Formulation

A multivariate time series is a sequence of multi-
dimensional data points

X = {x1,x2, ....,xT },

where xi ∈ Rm for i ∈ {1, ..., T}, m is the number of features
and T is the number of time steps. The uni-variate setting is
a particular case of the multi-variate one with m = 1.

The model takes X as the input training data assuming X
contains only normal time steps. Anomaly detection refers to
identifying a new unobserved instance x̂t, t > T based on
how differently it behaves compared to X . Due to the temporal
dependency within the time series and the fact that anomalies
usually occur over a contiguous time period, we do not model
each time step independently but rather consider a window
segment. Suppose Wt ∈ Rm×k is a window with length k at
time t:

Wt = {xt−k+1,xt−k+2, ...,xt}.

We can transform the original time series X into a sequence
of windows W = {Wk, ...,WT }. For each window Wt, we
train the model to forecast its behavior using the historical
time steps that were already seen. With proper training,
the model will be capable of making decent predictions for
normal data. Then given a new unseen window W̃t, t > T ,
our goal for the model is to detect whether an anomaly
happens at time t based on the forecast error: the larger the
error is, the more likely an anomaly happens.

TABLE I: Notations

m ∈ Z Number of time series (features)
T ∈ Z Number of total time steps
k ∈ Z Window size
τ ∈ Z Input instance time span

X ∈ Rm×T Input time series
It ∈ Rm×τ Individual input instance
Wt ∈ Rm×k True window at time t
St ∈ Rm×m True signature matrix (correlation) for Wt

Ft ∈ Rm×k/2 True frequency matrix for Wt

Wh
t ∈ Rm×(τ−k) Historical segment for Wt

Ŵt ∈ Rm×k Predicted window at time t
Ŝt ∈ Rm×m Predicted signature matrix (correlation) for Wt

F̂t ∈ Rm×k/2 Predicted frequency matrix for Wt

B. Our Method

In this section, we first present the overall architecture of
the model and then break down each module into details.

1) Overall Architecture: We illustrate the overall architec-
ture of our model in this part. See Figure 2 for a high-level
walk-through and Figure 4 for a more detailed illustration.

To detect anomaly in a target window Wt, we concatenate
the necessary historical information needed for forecasting, or
Wh
t , with Wt itself, to formulate the input to our model:

It = [Wh
t ;Wt],

which takes the form of a m× τ matrix:

It = {xt−τ+1,xt−τ+2, ...,xt},

where m is the number of features and τ is the number
of time steps we trace back for each prediction. In our
setting, we choose τ = 500 and k = 30. The output of
our framework, ŷt ∈ {0, 1} is a boolean representing whether
anomaly happens at time t.

Fig. 2: High-level system architecture

To holistically characterize and capture the traits of the
anomalies within each window, we consider the time series
dynamics from three aspects and design a corresponding
detector tailored to each aspect:

– Dc, a detector for inter-series correlation change;
– Dt, a detector for intra-series temporal pattern change;
– Ds, a detector for multi-scale spatial pattern change.
Because the nature of the detectors are largely dictated by

the traits they’re assigned to capture, each detector should use
a different input/output data representation that best suits the



detector. To this regard, we create two transformed matrices
St and Ft, and use them along with Wt for the three detectors
Dc, Dt, Ds respectively. The transformation process TF1:
Wt 7→ St and TF2: Wt 7→ Ft will be discussed in details
in part 2) and 3).

– Wt, the original matrix for the window at t;
– Ft (frequency matrix), a derived matrix that contains

temporal information for Wt in the frequency domain;
– St (signature matrix), a derived matrix that contains inter-

series correlation information for Wt.

Fig. 3: Concatenation of three matrices

As depicted by Figure 3, Yt is a concatenation of the ground
truth matrices St, Ft and Wt, i.e.,

Yt = [St;Ft;Wt] = [TF1(Wt);TF2(Wt);Wt].

Our model outputs Ŷt = [Ŝt; F̂t; Ŵt] as the predicted matrix
derived from the concatenation of the forecasting results
obtained from the three detectors. The error between Yt and
Ŷt will be served as an indicator of anomalies.

2) Inter-series correlation detector: Previous studies [19],
[29] suggest the importance of correlation among time series
in the characterization of the dynamic of the multi-variate
time series system for anomaly detection. For instance, the
anomaly shown in the red region of Figure 1(b) is determined
based on abnormal correlation: The two time series have been
mostly negative correlated, while in the labelled pattern they
are positively correlated.

To capture the correlation changes, inspired by [19], we
define a signature matrix St to characterize the correlation
between time series. The transformer TF1 that produces St
is defined as follows: Given a window Wt, St is a m × m
matrix whose entry at the ith row and jth column is computed
as the Cosine similarity score between the ith time series
{xit−k+1, ..., x

i
t} and the jth time series {xjt−k+1, ..., x

j
t}. The

reason we adopt Cosine similarity instead of the inner product
as used in [19] is that the former is less prone to scaling effects,
and allows us to focus on the correlation effects only.

Now we transform the input time series into a sequence of
signature matrices. First, we splice the input It into a sequence
of windows with stride s. Then, we apply TF1 to each of
the window to form a sequence containing d = b(τ − k)/sc
signature matrices.

St ← TF1(Wt). (1)

To make a forecast on the signature matrix St, we apply
ConvLSTM with an attention mechanism. The final forecast-
ing signature matrix is denoted as Ŝt ∈ Rm×m. ConvLSTM
[30] has been developed and proven effective to capture the
sequential temporal information, as formulated below:

it =σ(Wsi ∗ St +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci ◦ Ct−1 + bi)

ft =σ(Wsf ∗ St +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf ◦ Ct−1 + bf )

Ct =ft ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ tanh (Wsc ∗ St +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc)

ot =σ(Wso ∗ St +Who ∗Ht−1 +Wco ◦ Ct + bo)

Ht =ot ◦ tanh(Ct),
(2)

where it, ft, and ot denote the input gate, forget gate, and
output gate, respectively. Ct and Ht are the cell states and
hidden states. ∗ denotes the convolution operator, ◦ is the
Hadamard product, and σ(·) is the sigmoid function.

In addition, since not all previous hidden states have equal
effects on the current state, we apply a temporal attention
mechanism to adaptively adjust the weight of the previous
steps that are relevant to the current one and aggregate all to
obtain the overall effect [31]. More concretely, we have

H∗t =

t∑
i=t−k

ciHi, ci =
exp 〈vec(Hi), vec(Ht)〉∑t

j=t−k exp 〈vec(Hj), vec(Ht)〉
,

(3)
where vec(·) is the matrix flattened into a vector, 〈·, ·〉 denotes
the inner product, and H∗t is the representation for window t.
Then with an additional convolutional neural network with a
1 × 1 kernel, we project the representation H∗t into a lower
dimensional space with only one channel and then apply a
fully-connected layer to derive the prediction of St:

Ŝt ← FC(Conv1×1(H∗t )). (4)

The output serves as the final prediction Ŝt containing fore-
casted correlation information for window at time t.

3) Intra-series temporal pattern detector: As are inter-
series correlations, the intra-series temporal patterns are also
crucial for anomaly detection. For instance, the anomaly
shown in the red region of Figure 1(a) is due to temporal
pattern changes: the frequency suddenly increases twice in
the anomaly region compared to the rest of the time series.
Several recent work [8], [15] has shown the advantages of
joint learning inter-series correlations and intra-series temporal
patterns for multi-variate time series forecasting.

To capture the temporal pattern within each series, we
project each uni-variate time series to the spectral domain via
DFT (discrete Fourier transform):

ξj =
1

k

k−1∑
`=0

xle
2πij`/k, j = 1, 2, ..., k, (5)

where i is the imaginary unit. The DFT transforms k discrete-
time samples ~x = {x1, x2, ..., xk} in the time domain to
the frequency domain ~ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ..., ξk}. Due to the sym-
metry property of DFT for real-valued discrete-time signals:
ξj = ξk−j , only half of the ξ’s need to be stored. As a result,



Fig. 4: Detailed model architecture

the window Wt can be transformed to a frequency matrix
Ft = {ξ1, ..., ξk/2} ∈ Rm× k

2 representing the amplitude of
frequencies for the m uni-variate time series in the spectral
domain. Such process defines the transformer TF2.

Ft ← TF2(Wt). (6)

Similar to how the inter-series correlation was constructed
in part 2), we transform the input time series into a sequence of
frequency matrices, then apply ConvLSTM with an attention
mechanism to obtain a high-dimensional hidden representa-
tion. Lastly we pass an additional neural network with a 1×1
kernel to project it to a low-dimensional space and apply a
fully-connected layer:

F̂t ← FC(Conv1×1(Attn(ConvLSTM(Ft−)))). (7)

Here, ConvLSTM(·) refers to Eq. (2), Attn(·) refers to Eq. (3),
and Ft− refers to the sequence of frequency matrices before
time t. The forecast F̂t captures the temporal information from
each time series within window Wt.

4) Multi-scale spatial pattern detector: Another pattern
of anomaly, sometimes overlooked but extremely common in
time series is the spacial dynamic, or in layman’s term, “value
change”. For instance, the red region of Figure 1(c) shows a
dramatic value change, which is trivial to capture. However,
the majority of spatial changes are gradual and subtle, and
hard to detect like the red region in Figure 1(d). The value
change at each individual time step is so small that they are
hardly discernible to the human eye, but when accumulated
over a time period, the deviation is significant. Thus, it is

important for our anomaly detector to capture both types of
spacial dynamics.

The intuition is natural: Aggregating the time series in
Figure 1(d) at a larger time scale easily manifests the subtle
changes as a spike, thus reducing the problem to a trivial one.
In fact, looking at time series at different levels of aggregation
can tell completely different stories. To capture multi-scale
patterns, one needs to consider relatively long-term dynamics,
which is why we take Wh

t ∈ Rm×(τ−k) to model instead of
taking individual windows as we did before. In our model,
we adopt the Dilated Convolutional Neural Network [32] for
this purpose. The major difference between dilated CNN and
basic CNN is that it introduces dilated convolution operator to
capture information aggregated at multiple scales. Suppose F
is a discrete function and k is the convolution kernel, we can
define ` as a dilation factor and ∗` as a dilated convolution
operator

(F ∗` k)(p) =
∑

s+`t=p

F (s)k(t). (8)

With different dilation sizes `, multi-scale information can be
obtained without losing resolution.

In our setting specifically, we firstly apply a 3-layer Dilated-
CNN with dilating numbers r = 1, 3, 5 and respective channels
numbers c = 32, 64, 128 to obtain a deep hidden representa-
tion. In particular, we apply a rectangle kernel (3, 1) for each
layer instead of an usual square kernel (3, 3) to limit the multi-
scale aggregation to over the time dimension rather than the
feature dimension. Then we decode the hidden representation



to forecast the target window Wt. The final forecasting matrix
is denoted as Ŵt ∈ Rm×k:

Ŵt ← FC(Conv1×1(Dilated-CNN(Wh
t ))). (9)

5) Loss function: In this section, we introduce a novel loss
function based on the forecasting error as well as its variance.

Following steps 2)-4), for a given target window Wt, we
have derived the ground truth matrix Yt = [St;Ft;Wt] and
the forecasted matrix Ŷ = [Ŝt; F̂t; Ŵt] as shown in Figure 4.
The forecasting error is the L2 norm between Yt and Ŷt. As
we train our neural network in batches of size b, the batch loss
is averaged over the batch as shown in Eq. (10). The total loss
is further averaged across the batches.

`1 =
1

b

b∑
i=1

∥∥∥Yi − Ŷi∥∥∥2
2
. (10)

Besides forecasting error, we introduce an extra term we call
the compactness loss to capture the variance of the forecasting
error within each batch, which is defined in Eq. (11).

`2 =
1

nb

b∑
i=1

zTi zi, zi = Ŷi −
1

b− 1

∑
j 6=i

Ŷj , (11)

where n = m + k + k
2 is the number of columns of Ŷi.

Due to the fact that we are training on a single class (normal
instances), the variance control `2 helps to obtain a compact
representation that is more sensitive to anomalies [9], [33].

The final loss is computed based on `1 and `2 via a function
f as defined below:

` = f(`1, `2) = (ε+ `2) · `1. (12)

Here, we take a small positive constant ε (In our experiment,
we set ε = 10−5) to avoid a zero trivial solution: A trivial
network with all zero parameters gives zero loss value ` if
ε = 0. We adopt this loss function instead of a weighted sum
of `1 and `2 due to two reasons. First, this eliminates the need
to fine-tune the weights, making the training process much
more efficient. Second, the effect each term adds on scales with
its order of change. In other words, if the mean and variance
of the forecasting error have the same order of changes, then
these changes are emphasized to the same level no matter how
different their scales are. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that incorporates the product of the error mean
and variance in the loss function.

Our experiments show that by considering the variance fac-
tor `2, the model performance can be consistently improved.
In addition, While we consider both the forecasting error and
its variance in training, we only use the forecasting error
`1 = ‖Yt − Ŷt‖22 as the testing loss. The testing loss serves
as the anomaly score to make the judgement: the larger the
testing loss is, the more likely an anomaly has occurred.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we perform extensive experiments to validate
the effectiveness of our framework. We first describe the
datasets that the framework tests on, then introduce three
baseline models and the performance metrics, and make a
comprehensive comparison between our model the baselines.
Detailed case study and ablation study is presented at the end.

A. Datasets

To intuitively illustrate the inner workings of our model
and evaluate its performance, we adopt two highly regarded
and commonly used public multi-variate time-series datasets:
SMD1 (Server Machine Dataset) [20] and MSL2 (Mars Sci-
ence Laboratory rover) [28]. SMD is 5 weeks worth of server
telemetry collected from 28 production server nodes of a
reputable Internet company. It contains 38 simultaneously
collected floating-point metrics, with anomaly events labelled
in a binary format and the anomaly ratio is 4.16%. The data
is segmented among the 28 servers into 3 groups. We train
and test on each server machine separately. The total training
set for SMD contains 708405 data points while the testing
set contains 708420. The MSL dataset captures telemetry
data throughout the Mars mission duration of the MSL rover,
better known as Curiosity. It contains data for 55 entities each
monitored by 25 metrics, with anomalies expertly labelled by
NASA and the anomaly ratio is 10.72%. The training set size
for MSL is 58317 while the testing size is 73729. Both datasets
depict highly real-world scenarios in the target applications of
our model, and therefore can provide an accurate benchmark
for our model.

Dataset Name # Features Feature Name Anomaly
Ratio(%)

SMD
group 1

38
CPU load,

network usage,
memory usage, etc.

4.16group 2
group 3

MSL 55

Telemetry data:
radiation, power,

temperature,
computational activity, etc

10.72

TABLE III: Dataset descriptions

B. Comparison with Baselines

We compare our model with three state-of-the-art anomaly
detection models: LSTM-NDT [28], DAGMM [11] and
LSTM-VAE [34]. The first two models are forecast-based,
which falls in the same scope as our model. The last one
is also included here for comparison is due to the fact that
they also adopted LSTM as a substantial part in their design
to capture temporal dynamics. To ensure a fair comparison,
we use the same set of evaluation metrics as the baselines:
precision (P), recall (R) and F1 score (F1):

P =
TP

TP + FP
, R =

TP

TP + FN
, F1 = 2 · P ·R

P +R
,

1https://github.com/NetManAIOps/OmniAnomaly/tree/master/ServerMachineDataset
2https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/telemanom/data.zip



Method SMD MSL Total
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

LSTM-NDT 0.5684 0.6438 0.6037 0.5934 0.5374 0.5640 0.5809 0.5906 0.5839
DAGMM 0.5951 0.8782 0.7094 0.5412 0.9934 0.7007 0.5681 0.9358 0.7051

LSTM-VAE 0.7922 0.7075 0.7842 0.5257 0.9546 0.6780 0.6590 0.8311 0.7311
FMUAD 0.8574 0.8789 0.8680 0.8311 0.8786 0.8539 0.8443 0.8664 0.8610

TABLE II: Performance of FMUAD and 3 baseline approaches.

Fig. 5: Case studies - (a1, b1): anomaly detection for MSL; (a2, b2): anomaly detection for SMD. (a1, a2) corresponds to the
original time series and (b1, b2) corresponds to the anomaly scores output by our framework.

where the F1-score is picked as the highest one via anomaly
threshold selection. We also follow the same evaluation strat-
egy by treating the whole window segment as correct if any
observation in this segment is correctly detected as an anomaly
[20]. Table II details the obtained performance results for our
model as well as the three baselines. As one can see, our model
keeps a great balance between precision and recall while the
baselines tend to favor one of the metrics, and thus resulting to
the best F1-score consistently over the baselines. On average,
we achieve 17.8% improvement over the best state-of-the-art
performance.

C. Case Study

Besides the performance gains FMUAD brings to the stage,
another significant benefit of our model is its intuitiveness. In
this section, we take a deep dive in two particular data samples
FMUAD labelled as anomalous along with the model’s output,
to illustrate the detection mechanism.

Shown in Figure 5 are two cases: the left one is taken from
MSL and the right one from SMD. In both cases, we sample a
time period out of the time series containing anomalous labels,

and the top chart (a1, a2) displays a hand-picked set of 6
metrics containing interesting and indicative patterns. Portions
of the time series labelled as anomalies are highlighted in red,
and the forecast error (anomaly score) output from the model
is displayed in the lower chart (b1, b2).

In the first case study (a1, b1, MSL dataset), our model
accurately made a capture on a temporal frequency pattern
change. While the value range of the displayed metrics did not
change in the anomaly event, metric 3 shows outputs a less-
concentrated cluster of spikes, and metric 4 shows significantly
more frequent ramps and fluctuations. While these are subtle
patterns to human eyes, FMUAD correctly outputs a high
anomaly score, indicating a high confidence in the anomaly
judgement which matches the provided label.

In the second case study (a2, b2, SMD dataset), we demon-
strate the model’s capabilities of capturing value changes. The
sample presented in (a2) contains two drastically different
anomaly patterns: The anomaly on the left contains a short-
lived, sparing spikes on metric channel 1. It is a prime example
of a point anomaly. In contrast, the right anomaly has a longer
duration, involves more metrics and contains a more subtle and



sustained value increase. While it is easy to notice by humans,
the statistical significance of the spatial pattern is only highly
pronounced when aggregated over the entire period. Again,
by design, FMUAD is able to detect both types of anomalies,
evidently through a high forecasting error output.

Through the two case studies above, one can easily ap-
preciate the intuitiveness of FMUAD. The model provides
explainable and predictable outputs, opening up opportunities
for further improvements and targeted fine-tuning based on the
patterns of the target dataset. However, another major strength
of the model remains to be addressed - its modularity. While
we now have empirical evidence that FMUAD can pick up
distinct patterns of anomaly, one naturally wonders if and
how well the modularity provides a constructive impact, and
whether each module indeed captures its target patterns.

D. Ablation Study

To address the curiosity over the model’s modularity, we
perform an ablation study to analyze the effect of each detector
module to the overall performance of the framework. To recap
the model architecture, we use three separate and comple-
mentary forecast-based detector modules, each dedicated at
one target pattern by design. Specifically, Dc captures inter-
series correlation, Dt captures intra-series temporal patterns
and Ds captures multi-scale intra-series spatial patterns. We
run the same benchmark experiments on all 28 machines of the
SMD with only one of the three detectors enabled at a time,
and compare the detection performance when that particular
detector is present (and more importantly, when the other two
are not present).

As with the case study, we sample a few time series each
detector proves to perform well on, and present their plots
in Figure 6. Table IV presents the F1-score for each of the
detectors on each of the samples shown. The result again
meets the expectation. In sample (a) where Dc excels, we
can see a clear change in the correlation: While in normal
situations the two metrics are positively correlated, the labelled
anomaly event depicts a negative correlation between the two
time series. This is an instance where only Dc is triggered,
but not Ds or Dt. Samples (b) and (c) general picture the
same situation. In (b), a temporal change can be observed as
the metric breaks out of its usual periodicity and manifests
several sudden noisy, sudden peaks. These patterns are easily
detected by Dt but not the others. Finally, in (c), the metric
takes a sharp point-anomaly on the left, and a more subtle
but longer duration deviation on the right. Both deviations are
registered in Ds, showing its strength in multi-scale spatial
change detection.

Detector Machine 1-1 Machine 1-2 Machine 2-3
Dc 0.6921 0.6976 0.0332
Dt 0.9984 0.5229 0.8968
Ds 0.9680 0.5884 0.9122

TABLE IV: Performance comparison (F1-score) among three
detectors for representative machines from SMD.

Of course, showing detection behavior on archetypal sam-
ples does not do justice to the modules’ complementary
effectiveness. As each detector works well for some cases, one
may wonder whether the performance becomes diverse and
unstable across datasets when enabling all three detectors. In
the following Table V, we present the model performance on
each dataset when individual detectors are enabled alone, and
when all three are in use. It is evident that combining the three
detector modules provides a consistent best performance. More
importantly, such combination makes our model performance
so stable that only a 0.0001 variance in terms of F1-score
remains cross the four set of datasets.

SMD MSL Mean Variancegroup 1 group 2 group 3
Dc 0.619 0.859 0.646 0.191 0.579 0.0588
Dt 0.586 0.866 0.731 0.851 0.759 0.0127
Ds 0.475 0.723 0.560 0.323 0.520 0.0209

FMUAD 0.860 0.883 0.861 0.854 0.865 0.0001

TABLE V: Module VS All - the overall framework out-
performs each individual module consistently and exhibits
excellent stability with only 0.0001 variance across different
datasets.

Besides the modular architecture, a novelty we would like
to bring to attention is the batch variance term `2 in the loss
function. We incorporate this loss in the training time in hopes
to learn a more stable and compact representation, therefore
further improving the quality of anomaly detection. To test
the extent of this improvement brought by `2, we repeat the
benchmark on each dataset but without the variance term in the
loss function Eq. (12). The performance numbers are detailed
in Table VI. Based on the numbers, it can be concluded that the
variance control term has resulted in a consistent improvement
in performance over when only `1 is involved in training, albeit
by a little.

SMD MSLgroup 1 group 2 group 3
FMUAD w.o.

loss variance control 0.845 0.877 0.846 0.849

FMUAD 0.860 0.883 0.861 0.854

TABLE VI: Model performance (F1-score): Loss VS Loss
without variance control.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss a Forecast-based Multi-
aspect framework for Unsupervised multi-variate time series
Anomaly Detection, or FMUAD in short. It is a bold attempt at
this category of anomaly detection models by identifying the
traits of anomaly patterns and categorizing them for a divide-
and-conquer approach. We introduce a modular framework
where the input time series is transformed into an intermediate
representation better capturing each target pattern, and feeding
it through each detector module that makes its own forecast
on the said intermediate representation. We also experiment
with a novel loss function that promotes compactness in the



Fig. 6: Anomaly patterns captured by different detectors.

Fig. 7: Model performance (F-1 score): Module VS All.

learned representation during training. To wrap them all up,
we apply the loss function to compute the forecasting error,
and thus produce an anomaly score.

We prove that the three detectors can indeed learn jointly for
the optimal anomaly detection by contrasting its performance
against state-of-the-art techniques on public reference datasets.
The standard F-1 score from FMUAD is indeed higher
than other models of its class. We also relate the detection
mechanisms back to human intuition and find proof of each
detector module performing to its advantage by agreeing to the
anomaly patterns we assign them to detect. Furthermore, we
investigate the role of modularity through an ablative study,
and find that the combination of all three modules can achieve
consistently higher and more stable performance than each one
alone. We also prove that the compactness-focused l2 loss
term results in consistent improvement, albeit being minute
compared to other improvements.

A recent trend we observe in the machine learning commu-
nity is the tendency to move towards “end-to-end” or “one-
size-fits-all” models, as a defiant departure from the old-school
feature-engineering approaches. However, FMUAD may serve
as a reminder that distinct patterns existing in the input data
may still need a degree of tailored model design, all while
being a self-adaptive model that remains end-to-end trainable.

This is clearly not the end of our journey, as the flexibility
of FMUAD opens up a world of opportunities for further

enhancements. For one, we can continue to discover new types
of anomaly pattern and tailor a corresponding detector to its
characteristics so those patterns are effectively captured; for
two, there may exist better implementations for detectors Dc,
Dt and Ds that can allow individual modules to perform even
more optimally. Finally, the three detectors in FMUAD have
operated in complete isolation of each other and the final
aggregator. Enabling cross-interactions between these modules
may also result in interesting observations that are worth inves-
tigating. All in all, we hope our model has availed additional
potential for forecast-based anomaly detection models, and it
can start a discussion to draw further work onto this general
direction.
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